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PART 6: 
Synonyms       

& Opposites  
Can we simply 
substitute one 

synonym for another 
in all situations? 

Occasionally, one word 
carries exactly the 
same meaning and 

feeling as its synonym, 
so we can use it as a 

vocabulary substitute to 
avoid repetition. 

More often, however, 
words have slightly 

different meanings or 
belong in somewhat 
different contexts.                     

If we’re aware of the 
differences among 
synonyms, we can 

better choose the most 
appropriate words and 
phrases to express our 

meaning and feeling.  

Sometimes a Thesaurus 
(a book that lists 
synonyms, related 

words, and perhaps 
opposites) offers 

possibilities in order of 
“nearness in meaning” 

to each entry word.       
This indicates their 
usefulness in given 

contexts.       

Synonyms & Opposites—Saying            
the Same Thing in Different Ways   
When we have enough vocabulary knowledge and experience                
to communicate our basic needs and simplest ideas, we can                 
begin collecting a variety of ways to express identical, similar, 
comparable, or contrary thoughts. If we learn synonyms (words 
with the same meanings) and opposites (words with contrasting 
meanings),  we’ll be able to make word and phrase choices.                     
We’ll begin choosing better and better ways to say or write                  
what we truly mean. We’ll have the skill to communicate and 
express ourselves more precisely and effectively. 
Why is it useful to know synonyms and opposites? 
 We can’t control other people’s use of vocabulary, of course. 

Therefore, we need to understand the implications of words 
they choose to use in speaking or/writing. Then we’ll 
understand more complex or “more developed” language.  

 For good  style in speaking and writing, it helps to use 
synonyms. That’s because repetition of the same words over 
and over again sounds childish and unsophisticated. In 
contrast, the use of items with similar or complementary 
meaning makes our language clearer or easier to understand. 

 Words carry different feelings with them. For example, some 
words are more “advanced” than others with the same or 
opposite meanings. Other words are less formal, more casual, 
subtler, or friendlier. Some are associated with positive 
feelings while others have negative connotations or overtones. 
Still others are neutral. Because our word choices carry more 
than simple meaning, we need to know which synonyms and 
opposites are best to to use in which contexts.   
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 I nstructions: Following is a Vocabulary Chart of Synonyms   
and phrases with similar, equivalent, or comparable meanings.   

 Look over the Chart to see if you’re familiar with the meanings                    
and feelings, connotations, and uses of most of the words. 

 On the next page begins a reading selection on one of the topics of 
this PART 6—the Nature of Weather (Emergencies). Most of the words 
with synonyms are underlined. Above each underscored item, write    
another word or phrase with an identical or a similar meaning—or                 
one that fits the context acceptably. A few answers are given. 
Suggested responses are on Answer Key page 150. 

 Now read the selection, substituting the words you’ve written for                
the original vocabulary. It should still make sense and sound good.  

Are synonyms 
and opposites 
always the 
same parts   
of speech? 

Usually, yes. 
Here are some 
examples:  

 injury = 
wound (nouns) 

 quit = stop 
(verbs) 

 strong ¹ 
(doesn’t equal) 
weak 
(adjectives) 

 slowly ¹ 
quickly 
(adverbs) 

In phrasing 
however, the 
structure of 
synonymous                
or opposite 
expressions may 
differ, as in:    

 Are you able 
to . . . =      
Can you . . . ?   

 Same to you. 
= You, too.   

 beats me =              
I can’t figure 
it out. 

 Watch it! =  
Be careful! 

 What do                 
you think? = 
What’s                   
your opinion?  

VOCABULARY CHART: SYNONYMS  
NOUNS VERBS  

 country = nation = political entity 
 daylight = sunlight = natural light 
 effect = influence      group = number 
 forgetfulness = absent-mindedness  
 health = wellness = well-being  
 heat = warmth = high temperature  
 hurricane = tropical storm = cyclone  
 intelligence = mental abilities = IQ 
 feelings = emotions = moods  
 people = human beings = folks 
 problems = difficulties = trouble 
 regions = parts = sections = places 
 sadness = unhappiness = depression 
 scores = points = measures = totals   

 influence = have an influence on 
= have an effect on 

 cause = create = produce =  lead 
to = bring on = induce 

 change = turn = become 
different = adapt = transform  

 forget = leave behind  
 decrease = lower = make lower 
 develop = get = show signs of 
 increase = raise = strengthen 
 lower = decrease =  reduce 
 may be = might be = could be 
 relax = calm = quiet = soothe 
 tend to = have a tendency to                     

= be likely to = be apt to   

ADJECTIVES & ADVERBS PHRASES & EXPRESSIONS  
 badly = poorly = inadequately 
 fat = overweight = heavy = obese 
 forgetful = absent-minded = out of it 
 intelligent = smart = clever = bright 
 irritable = easily angered = annoyed 
 often = frequently = regularly = much 
 perfect = ideal = flawless = the best  
 powerful = strong = potent = capable 
 sick = ill = unwell = ailing = unhealthy 
 terrible = horrible = awful = very bad 
 thin = skinny = underweight = slender 
 tired = worn out = out of energy = beat  
 unhappy = sad = depressed = dismal 

 at this time of year = during 
these months = in this season 

 for example = for instance 
 in other words = that is to say    

= to say this in another way 
 in the summertime = during 

summer = in June, July, August 
 lack (n.) of = insufficient (adj.) 
 on the other hand = in contrast 
 psychologists = social 

scientists = researchers 
 research experiment =   

scientific study = investigation 
 winter (months) = winter(time)  
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How can we 
get the most 

out of a 
synonym 

exercise like 
“The Powerful 

Influence of 
Weather”? 

This selection is 
designed so that 
at least some of 
the equivalencies 
in the Vocabulary 

Chart on the 
previous page fit 
into its contexts.  
But you still have 

to be aware of 
parts of speech 
and grammatical 

rules—as well as 
the connotation 

(feeling or 
suggestion) of 

some items. 

Each time you 
substitute one 

word or phrase 
for another, be 

sure to read the 
new sentence to 

see if it still 
makes sense, 

communicates the 
appropriate 
meaning, and 
sounds right.  

Most importantly, 
use synonym 
practice to 

consider and 
reconsider the 
significance of 
the information 
words carry.     

The Powerful Influence of Weather 

 Weather has a very 1powerful effect on 2people.         

It 3influences 4health, 5intelligence, and 6feelings. 

 7 For example, in August, it’s very hot in the 

southern part of the United States. Southerners                   

8tend to have heart attacks and other kinds of health 

9problems a lot more 10often during this month than at 

other times of year. In the Northeast and Middle West 

11regions of the 12country, it is very hot 13at some times 

of year and very cold at other times. Humans in these 

states have heart attacks more 14frequently after the 

weather 15changes in February or March. 

 The weather can also 16have an effect on 17mental 

abilities. 18For instance, in a 19research experiment by 

20social scientists, the IQ (intelligence quotient) 21scores 

of a 22group of undergraduate college students were very 

high during a 23hurricane. But after the 24storm, their 

scores fell to ten percent (%) below average. 25In other 

words, hurricanes can 26increase 27intelligence. Very hot 

weather, 28on the other hand, can 29lower it. Students in 

many of the United States do 30badly on exams in 31the 

summer months.   

Continued on next page . . . .  

The Nature of 
Weather 
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Continued from previous page...  

 Weather also 32has a strong influence on 

people’s 33feelings. 34Winter, 35for instance, 36may     

be a 37terrible time for 38thin people. They 39usually 

feel cold 40during these months, so they may 

41develop “SAD” (Seasonal Affective Disorder)—

feelings of 42sadness over the 43lack of 44daylight  

and 45warmth.  

 In hot summer months, 46on the other hand, 

47overweight people may feel 48unhappy. The 49heat 

may make them 50worn-out and 51irritable. 

 Low air pressure 52relaxes folks. It 53produces 

romantic or sexual feelings. It also 54leads to    

55forgetfulness. People 56leave behind more packages 

and umbrellas on buses on low-pressure days.  

 There is  “57perfect weather” for work and 

health. Human beings feel best at a temperature                  

of 64° F (Fahrenheit) with 65 percent (%) humidity                         

(moisture in the air). 

 Are you feeling 58sick, 59sad, 60tired, 

61forgetful, or very 62intelligent today? The weather 

may be the cause or the reason—or your excuse.  

more heart attacks in 
extreme heat?                    

higher IQ during 
hurricanes?                  

“SAD” when it’s cold 
and dark?                  

worn-out and irritable 
in the heat?                  

relaxed and forgetful 
during low-air 

pressure?                  
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1. How can weather affect human beings?  
Weather can have strong (powerful) effects on 
people. It can influence their health (wellness or well-being), 
intelligence (mental functioning) and feelings (emotions).  

2. What are some examples of how weather can 
influence physical health?  

  

3. In what ways might climate or weather have an effect 
on mental abilities? 

 

4. How does weather generally change feelings or 
emotions? 

 

5. Does the information in the reading selection apply 
to you? In other words, how do you think you are 
influenced by weather and weather changes?  

 I nstructions: Following are some questions about the information in the reading 
selection on the two previous pages. Answer each question in at least two 

different ways —by using phrasing with similar meaning. A few answers are 
given. There are more on Answer Key page 150. The photos may give you ideas.  

 What kinds of weather might lead to, cause, produce, or create these folks’ (humans’) 
appearance (looks), feelings (moods), or behavior (actions)? (Look them up online.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 7 

The Nature of 
Weather 

8 9 
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What should  
we consider 
when trying to 
pick the best  
synonyms? 

Choose the word 
that’s most 
commonly used in 
each context, but 
avoid repetition of 
exactly the same 
word in the same 
sentence—or even in 
the next sentence.  

Grammatical or 
parts-of-speech 
variants may be 
better choices, as in 
“It’s most efficient 
and effective to 
develop a feel for 
the language. So if 
you feel your 
choices are right, 
you’re probably 
developing a sense 
of effectivenss or 
efficiency . . .”   

If there is no good 
synonym, it may 
sound better to 
substitute a 
pronoun—like it                 
or they or them—                
than to repeat             
the exact same 
words.  

If varying your  
choices not only 
improves the sound 
of your speech or 
writing—especially if 
it makes your 
message clearer or 
more compelling,—
then you’re doing 
well in your use                
of vocabulary.    

C hoosing the Best Synonym 
Sometimes synonyms are interchangeable. In other words, 
we can use one or another synonym in the same context 

without changing the meaning—or even the feeling—of the sentence. 
The purpose of using different words and phrases with the same or 
similar meanings is to add variety to our speech and writing—to 
improve the “style” of our language usage. 

On the other hand, not all synonyms are interchangeable. They may 
follow slightly different grammar patterns or have slightly different 
meanings. Or they may express somewhat different feelings or give 
somewhat different impressions. Also, some words fit into special 
phrases or idiomatic expressions, while their synonyms don’t.  

When we choose among synonyms, we should know which words or 
phrases best fit the context, the situation, and the message we want 
to communicate. Also, we want to choose the words and phrases that 
sound best. 

How can we choose the best word, phrase, or expression for a 
situation or context? Again,                  
the most efficient, effective way 
is to develop a feel for the 
language—through experience 
in listening, reading, and 
communicating— and to keep  
our purposes in mind.  

Another way to choose 
appropriate vocabulary items is 
to look up words or phrases 
with similar meanings in 
dictionaries. Some special kinds 
of vocabulary reference works, 
perhaps called lexicons or 
thesauruses, focus on the 
comparison among groups of 
synonyms and opposites.   

 I nstructions: On the next few pages are some short reading 
selections on some of the topics of this PART 6—the Nature 

of Weather. Fill in the blanks with the best words from each 
synonym list to the right or left.  To help with your choices,  
there are brief definitions—and a few synonyms—in the 
boxes. Likely answers appear on Answer Key page 151.  
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Like Venus, Mars, and Jupiter, our 

1________ is a 2___________ that 

revolves around the sun. It is part of  

3______________, which includes 

the stars and space. For most of us 

humans, the 4____________ is the 

only 5____________ we’ll ever know.  

Every year, there are a certain number of 

major natural weather6____________ in the 

world. To naturalists, these 7_____________ 

are simply natural 8_________________—

necessary to balance the forces of nature.            

But to many people, they’re great 9__________ 

because they destroy so much. In some places,  

a strong earthquake, a hurricane, or a flood     

can mean _________________. 

 trembling = quivering; 
uncontrollable shaking  

 shaking = moving 
quickly up and down                 

or back and forth 

moving = being in 
motion; not staying still 

 quiver = tremble a little; 
vibrate; pulsate 

 quake = earthquake   

 the universe = 
everything  that exists 

 planet = a large body of 

rock in space 

 earth = the third planet 

from the sun in our solar 

system 

world = the planet Earth 

 happenings = things 
that occur, usually not 
significant in history 

 events = things that 
happen, usually not 
major 

 occurrences = things 
that occur; happenings 
or events 

 disasters = sudden     
great misfortunes 

 catastrophe = terrible 
disaster   

Lists of brief 
Definitions, Synonyms, 

possible Equivalents        

An earthquake is a 11_______________ 
movement of the earth’s surface.         

The 12_____________ begins deep in the 
earth—when there’s a sudden release of 

stress.  While the earth is 
13_____________ in a major 

14___________, some people begin   
15____________ from fear.  

1 

2 

3 

The 
Nature 

of 
Weather 
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What is a 16_______________ natural 

disaster?  For some people in mild climates,                

any change in the weather is a 17___________ 

event. For example, in Los Angeles, California,  

a heavy rain becomes a 18_____________ deal 

in the news media—even if it doesn’t cause a 

19_______________ amount of damage. If a 

20_____________________ number of people 

complain about the inconvenience, the weather 

attracts a 21_____________ deal of attention.   

What kind of weather 
may have damaged or 

destroyed this building?                 

What kinds of weather 22__________ people 

the most? Floods 23_________ more property 

than other disasters and cause the most 

deaths. Tropical storms—cyclones or 

hurricanes—24____________ both property 

and people. Long periods of drought 

25_________ more animals but fewer people. 

Strong earthquakes can 26____________ 

significant numbers of people too. Every year, 

major natural disasters 27____________ 

many buildings, 28____________ other 

property, and 29_____________ or 

30______________ people’s lives.  

 big = of more than 
average size; 
considerable 

 large = more than usual 
in size, number, or 
importance 

 great = large in   amount 
or degree 

major = greater in                  

size, number, or 
importance than    
others of the same kind; 
extreme; notable 

 significant = important; 
very meaningful; 
critical; momentous  

 hurt = give pain or injury to; wound 
 harm = hurt or damage; cause harm to  
 damage = break                    or cause loss to without destroying 
 destroy = tear down or apart; put an end to; devastate 
wreck = cause to be destroyed 
 ruin = destroy or spoil; make a mess of  
 kill = put an end to the life of  

4 

5 
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As long as nature 31__________, there will 

32__________ natural occurrences like 

earthquakes, storms, and floods. Therefore, 

no matter where we  33_________ or travel, 

we’re likely to 34__________ one or more of 

these events in our lives. How can we make 

sure that we  35______________ such an 

emergency? If we want to 36____________           

a disaster, we have to prepare for it. To 

37____________ the experience itself, we 

need to know what to do while it’s occurring. 

And after it happens, if we can, we should 

help other people and animals to 38_________. 

If there’s sufficient help, no one should have 

to 39____________ or 40____________ pain 

needlessly.  

 be = exist; endure 

 exists = continues to be 

 live = be alive; have a 
home; inhabit a place 

 live through = survive 
(danger or disaster) 

 get through = survive 
successfully until the end 

 survive = continue to live in 
spite of difficulties 

 experience = feel, have,                  

or get to know; have the 
experience of; live through 

 suffer = experience pain                  

or difficulty; undergo  

6 

Have you ever experienced, suffered, lived through, or survived major disasters like these? 
What kinds of vocabulary (terminology) and synonyms (equivalents) might they suggest?                 
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V ocabulary Items with Opposite 
Meanings 

Fewer words and phrases have opposites than synonyms. 
That’s probably because we can often make sentences with 
contrary meanings just by adding a negative word like 
nobody, nothing, none, never, few, or a form of not.                                   
In these examples, the symbol means “is not equal                              
to,” is unlike, or “is the reverse of.” 

 It’s easy to prepare for natural emergencies. 
t isn’t easy to prepare for accidents caused by negligence. 

 All natural disasters can be dangerous to people. 
Not all natural disasters put people in danger.   

 I always know what to do I never know what to do.  

On the other hand, many words and phrases do have 
opposites—or items with (nearly) opposing meanings. 
Therefore, we can say or write sentences with reverse 
meanings in various ways. Here are a few examples: 

 Before leaving the house to avoid disaster, try to find       
your important or irreplaceable documents and valuables.  
Before you leave the house to escape a catastrophe,                   
don’t attempt to locate your unimportant or replaceable 
throwaway papers and junk.  

 In summertime, green grass covers the ground until it    
turns brown; foliage stays on tree branches until it  
changes color and falls to the earth.   
  In wintertime, white snow covers the ground until it 
becomes gray, dirty slush; tree branches are bare and dry.     

Like synonyms, most pairs or groups of items that express 
opposites are the same part of speech. Of course, the 
constructions of phrases with opposing meanings may differ.  

 I nstructions: In the left column of each box on the next page are words 
from UNITS ONE and TWO of this What’s the Word? In the right column are 

items with opposite or nearly opposing meanings—but they’re in mixed-up 
order. There are also some synonyms (in parentheses.) 
To match Items 1-35 on the left with their opposites, write the letters a-z +                 
aa-ii on the lines. Correct answers are on Answer Key page 151. 

 What contrasts                 
or opposites might 

these pairs of images 
bring to mind? 
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NOUNS  
1. ___  health 
2. ___  days 
3. ___  summer 
4. ___  spring 
5. ___  pleasure 
6. ___  strength 
7. ___  failure 
8. ___  emotions 
9. ___  problems 
10.___  sadness 

(depression) 

a. nights 
(darkness) 

b. fall (autumn) 
c. weakness 
d. solutions 
e. happiness  
f. illness (sickness) 
g. winter (time) 
h. pain (suffering) 
i. thoughts 
j. success 

VERBS 
11. ___  leave (go) 
12. ___  raise (lift) 
13. ___  rise (go up) 
14. ___  prevent 
15. ___  die (perish) 
16. ___  improve 
17. ___  forget 
18. ___  remain 

(stay, hold) 
19.  ___  decrease 
20. ___  find 

k. fall (go down) 
l. arrive (come) 
m. change  
n. lower (reduce) 
o. worsen (harm, 

damage)  
p. increase 
q. cause (make) 
r. live (survive) 
s. remember 
t. lose (miss) 

ADJECTIVES & ADVERBS 
21. ___  tranquil (calm, 

relaxed) 
22. ___  full (filled) 
23. ___  usually 

(mostly, generally) 
24. ___  easy (facile)  
25. ___  foggy (misty) 
26. ___  cool (chilly) 
27. ___  unable 
28. ___  safe (secure) 
29. ___  huge (big) 
30. ___ badly (poorly) 
31.___ different 
32.___ thin (lean, thin, 

underweight) 
33.___ dry (arid) 
34.___  terrible (awful, 

horrible, very bad) 
35.___ always (forever) 

u. dangerous (unsafe) 
v. similar (the same; 

equivalent)   
w. well (sufficiently)  
x. never (not ever) 
y. warm (balmy) 
z. tiny (small, little) 
aa. overweight (heavy) 
bb. wonderful (great, 

terrific, fantastic) 
cc. humid (wet, moist) 
dd. able (capable) 
ee. nervous (tense, 

jittery, agitated) 
ff. empty (void) 
gg. rarely (seldom) 
hh. difficult (hard) 
ii. sunny (clear,   

bright) What opposites might describe 
these pairs of contrasting scenes?                
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 I nstructions: Here are some pairs of Sentences 1-10 (a. + b.) about nature                
and weather similarities and/or contrasts.  

 If the two sentences in a pair have about the same or a similar, analogous,                
or comparable meaning, write S in the box.  

 If they have a different or contrasting or an opposite meaning, put O.   

For advanced practice in the uses of vocabulary synonyms and opposites, 
add these steps:  
 Make two sentences with similar meanings to those in each pair of opposites. 
 Make a sentence with a contrasting or opposing meaning to the two sentences 

in each pair of synonyms.  

a. A desert is a stretch of dry land where 
plants grow far apart. 

b. A jungle is a stretch of wet land 
where plants grow close together. 

 
a. Plants are living things of many 

different forms that use sunshine                        
to produce food for the plant. 

b. Plants are living things in a lot of  
various shapes that make use of                    
sunlight to make fuel for the plant. 

 
a. Most desert plants have thick 

stems to store water and sharp, 
narrow spines and needles. 

b. Most jungle plants have thin stems                      
to give off water and broad, flat leaves. 

 
a. In a sandstorm, strong winds blow                    

dry grains of sand and dust across                     
the hot desert. 

b. In a winter rainstorm, strong  
winds blow sheets of water and sleet 
(frozen rain) through the cold forest.   

 

1.
O 

2.
S 

3. 

4. 
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a. Hurricanes (also called cyclones) begin as gentle                     
winds in tropical ocean areas of the world.  

b. Hurricanes (also known as typhoons) begin                        
as light breezes in hot, humid sea regions of                 
the earth.  

 
a. Most hurricanes extend over large expanses                           

of land and bring thunder, lightning, and                        
heavy rain with them.   

b. Most tornadoes touch down on narrow strips                       
of land but don’t carry thunder, lightning, or                     
heavy rain with them. 

 
a. In the eye of a hurricane, there’s quiet calm.  
b. In the vortex of a tornado, there’s violent 

activity. 
 
a. Many hurricanes lead to flooding when                            

rivers overflow their banks.    
b. Many typhoons cause flooding when                            

rivers pour water over the land. 
 
a. In the northern hemisphere, fall begins at the time     

of the autumnal equinox, when leaves turn colors 
before falling from the trees. It ends on the day 
before the winter solstice.   

b. In the half of the globe above the Equator, 
autumn starts on September 20, when green 
leaves become yellow and orange before dying.                   
It comes to an end by the first day of winter.   

 
a. In the northern half of the world, June 21st is                         

the longest day of the year (with the most 
daylight). The temperature can be boiling hot.  

b. In the southern hemisphere, June 21st is the 
shortest day of the year (with the most 
darkness). The temperature can be freezing cold.  

5. 

8. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

10.
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L earning Beyond the Book   
Can you find out the synonyms and opposites of vocabulary items and use                   
them effectively in context? To make sure, work on words and phrases with 

comparable and opposing meanings for at least a week: 
1. In the left column of a chart or a piece of paper, list all the new or especially useful 

vocabulary items you hear or read. (Include the parts of speech in parentheses.) 
2. In the middle column, list synonyms—or words or phrases with equivalent or comparable 

meanings—for each item on the left—if they exist.  
3. In the right column, list words and phrases with opposite, opposing, or contrasting meanings, 

if there are any. 

Your Vocabulary Chart might look something like this: 

Vocabulary  Synonyms Opposites 

1. alive (adj.) 

2. produce 
(v.) 

 
3. creature 

(n.) 

4. energy (n.) 

 

5.  

1. living, live, animate 

2. provide, create, 
make, manufacture, 
lead to 

3. living being, animal, 
organism 

4. power, strength, 
activity, life, vitality 

5.   

1. dead, dying, inanimate 

2. destroy, ruin, break, 
kill, put an end to 

 
3. inanimate object,  

thing 

4.  

 
5.  

THE VOCABULARY OF SYNONYMS                          
& OPPOSITES  

Now try using the words and phrases in your chart in context.  
4. Say or write a sentence that includes one of your vocabulary 

items. Then say or write a sentence with some different words 
that has about the same, an equivalent, or a related meaning. 
(You can include the synonyms of some words other than the 
vocabulary item in your sentence.) 

5. Then say or write a sentence that has a contrasting or opposite 
meaning to your original sentence. (You can include the                  
opposites of some words other than the item itself.)  

6. Finally, begin using synonyms and opposites in your everyday 
communication—when you speak or write English.  

As with all vocabulary, 
the use of visuals aids 
learning and memory.            


